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Two carbon nanostructured samples containing 5 and 20% of carbon nanocones in their volume were
investigated. Using the Sieverts apparatus the hydrogen was loaded into the samples. The measurements of
heat capacity in the temperature range from 100 K to 320 K and the positron lifetime measurements at the
room temperature were performed for hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated carbon nanocones. The desorption of
hydrogen at the temperature of 230 K is deduced from the heat capacity measurements. The detection of the
positronium, the bound state of positron and electron, in the measured samples reveals the presence of open
volume defects of ca. 0.198± 0.002 nm.
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1. Introduction

Efficient storage and delivery of hydrogen are key ele-
ments of the present economy. Hydrogen can be stored in
various ways. The most popular are physical storage of
compressed hydrogen gas in high pressure tanks, storage
of liquid hydrogen in the insulated tanks and storage in
advanced materials [1, 2]. One of the promising materi-
als comprise the carbon nanocones (CNC), discovered in
1994 by Ge and Sattler [3]. CNC are the new form of
carbon, fundamentally different from diamond, graphite
and fullerenes/nanotubes. Preliminary patented [4] ex-
perimental results have demonstrated unprecedented H2

uptake-release unlike those for any other carbon mate-
rial, as well as a new form of interaction between CNC
and H2, in contrast to conventional physi- and chemisorp-
tion, capable of discharge at room temperature.

In our studies of CNC we performed the measurements
of the heat capacity of CNC samples which were hydro-
genated using the Sieverts apparatus. Additionally, the
samples were investigated using the positron annihilation
spectroscopy. This is a well established tool for investi-
gation of the electronic properties and studies of open
volume defects in condensed matter. It is due to the
fact that the measured characteristics, i.e., the positron
lifetime and the Doppler broadening of the annihilation
line, reflect a local electron density in the spot where the
annihilation takes place. Another important fact is that
the presence of imperfections in the form of open volume
defects in the atomic scale, e.g. vacancies, induces repul-
sion from positive ion cores. This causes positrons to get
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trapped in these defects and an increase in its lifetime
above the bulk value and the reduction of the Doppler
broadening. In molecular solids in a large open volume
or pores the positron and the electron create the bound
state called the positronium (Ps), which is also easily
recognized in the measured characteristics.

Positron annihilation characteristics were employed to
the investigation of variety of materials including car-
bon. One can instance the value of positron lifetime:
in diamond it is equal to 110 ps, in graphite (high ori-
ented pyrolytic graphite, HOPG) to 212 ps and in ful-
lerite sample, i.e. C60–C70 to 402 ps [5]. In this paper
we show the experimental values of the positron lifetime
in powder samples of CNC both nonhydrogenated and
hydrogenated.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Hydrogen loading of carbon nanocones

Carbon nanocones were produced in industrial quan-
tities through the so-called Kvarner Carbon Black & H2

(CB&H) Process and composed of microstructures — flat
nanodiscs and nanocones with five different apex angles
— and soot [6].

Two carbon nanocones samples were used for the ex-
periment, raw (CNC_05) and purified (CNC_20), con-
taining ca. 5 and 20% of carbon nanocones in their vol-
ume, respectively. The flat discs and soot are the rest of
the samples. The raw sample was obtained from n-TEC
AS at Kjeller, Norway and then purified by University
of Nottingham, England in the collaboration of the EU
project HYCONES [7].

An UHV-compatible Sieverts apparatus to load the
CNC with hydrogen was designed (Fig. 1). The exper-
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imental setup was used to measure adsorption and des-
orption isotherms volumetrically i.e. the change in pres-
sure that occurs when the CNC are introduced into the
volume containing the gas. The whole system is made
of stainless steel (SS316). All elements were delivered
by Svagelok. Before experiments the whole system was
pumped out (below 10−8 mbar) and next baked out for
24 h at 200 ◦C. The sample itself was baked out for 12 h
at 500 ◦C. To keep the high accuracy of the experiments
the setup was split into segments and volume of every
one was estimated on the base of geometrical and p–T–V
measurements.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the system used for measur-
ing of the hydrogen uptake.

The differential hydrogen uptake was determined from
the measured amount of hydrogen in the volume R1

(sample holder), with and without CNC. Hydrogen (pu-
rity better than 99.99%), accumulated in the hydrogen
storage (based on LaNi5), was introduced into the vol-
ume Vref , with the valve to R1 closed, with pressure
ranging from 0.1 to 7 bar. Thereafter a CNC sample of
known weight was exposed to hydrogen by opening the
valve to R1. When pressure equilibrium was reached,
the sample holder with the sample was cooled to 77 K.
After reaching a new pressure equilibrium the sample
was exposed to a new dose of hydrogen — this process
was repeated cumulatively up to a maximum pressure of
≈ 7 bar. This means the errors of the measurements in
every step were cumulated as well. Next, the valve to
R1 was closed, volume Vref pumped out and the sam-
ple holder R1 was warmed above the room temperature
and hydrogen desorbed from the sample was accumu-
lated in Vref . After reaching pressure and temperature
equilibrium it was possible to calculate the total amount
of hydrogen accumulated by the sample. The samples
CNC_05 and CNC_20 after hydrogenating are called
CNCH_05 and CNCH_20 in the following text.

2.2. Heat capacity measurements

Calorimeter cell having an in-built heater and a ther-
mometer was filled with the sample, vacuum-tight sealed,
positioned inside two concentric shields each having its

temperature stabilized, and finally closed inside a steel
container. The system was evacuated down to ca.
10−6 mbar and put inside a liquid nitrogen cryostat.

During the measurement constant portions of energy
were periodically introduced to the sample and resulting
changes of its temperature were recorded as a function
of time. The temperature of the sample was measured
by a platinum resistance thermometer with a sensitivity
of ≈ 10 µK. The accuracy of the specific heat measured
in adiabatic conditions was better than 1%. On that
basis the heat capacity as a function of temperature was
calculated for CNC_20 and CNCH_20 samples.

2.3. Positron lifetime measurements

For the positron lifetime measurement the 22NaCl
positron emitter enveloped in the 7 µm kapton foil was
embedded in or sandwiched between the powder sample
of the CNC with such a quantity that ensured positron
annihilation in the sample. The sample and the positron
source were encapsulated in the glass test tube of diam-
eter 15 mm which was pumped out and sealed. The test
tube was located in front of the detectors of the positron
lifetime spectrometer. The positron lifetime spectra were
measured using the conventional fast-fast spectrometer
with BaF2 scintillators. The time resolution of the sys-
tem was 250 ps (FWHM). All obtained spectra of about
2 × 106 counts were deconvoluted subtracting the back-
ground and the source component.

3. Results and discussion

The density of the investigated samples was estimated
to be 1.8 ± 0.4 g/cm3, which corresponds to density of
graphite (2.0–2.2 g/cm3). The hydrogen uptake as a
function of applied hydrogen pressure for CNC_05 and
CNC_20 samples obtained at 77 K is presented in Fig. 2.
At hydrogen pressure of 7 bar maximum differential up-
take was determined to be 1.1 weight percent (wt%) for
CNC_05 and 4.0 wt% for CNC_20, respectively. Be-
cause the content of carbon nanocones in CNC_20 is
also four times higher than in CNC_05, it can indicate
that the carbon nanocones are mainly responsible for the
uptake of hydrogen in both samples. The participation
of carbon nanodiscs and soot in the process of hydro-
genation seems to be minor. At room temperature and
hydrogen pressure of 7 bar the maximum uptake was a
little above 0.2 wt% for CNC_20 and ca. 0.1 wt% for
CNC_05.

It has been shown [8] that in case of carbon nanotubes
specific heat is mainly determined by contribution from
phonons and depends on nanotube radius and tempera-
ture in such a way that for small values of tube’s radius
and low temperatures Cph ∼ T , otherwise Cph ∼ T 2.
Since CNC are made of graphene sheets just like in
case of carbon nanotubes and our sample consists of
2-dimensional carbon cones, discs and graphite planes,
we fitted a second-order polynomial to the experimen-
tal data. A good agreement between proposed curve and
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Fig. 2. The hydrogen uptake as a function of applied
hydrogen pressure for CNC_05 (a) and CNC_20 (b)
samples at 77 K.

measured data was found (Fig. 3). Significant increase in
heat capacity of the hydrogenated sample as compared
to the sample without hydrogen is clearly visible between
100 K and 230 K. Above 230 K and up to 320 K heat ca-
pacity of CNC_20 and CNCH_20 samples is almost the
same. This might suggest that around 230 K desorption
of hydrogen from CNC occurred. On the other hand, no
evidence of such process around 150 K and 300 K was ob-
served and that was to be expected taking into account
hydrogen desorption curve for CNC [4].

Fig. 3. The temperature dependence of the heat ca-
pacity measured for non-hydrogenated and hydro-
genated CNC_20 samples.

Unfortunately, the amount of the CNC in the sam-
ple is of order of 20%, therefore obtained results corre-
spond to contribution from 2-dimensional carbon discs
and graphite sheets as well and therefore should be
treated as preliminary and at most qualitative.

Two measurements of the positron lifetime spectrum
were performed on the non-hydrogenated (CNC_05) and
hydrogenated (CNCH_05) samples. The measured spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 4 and significant difference between
them is clearly visible. The deconvolution of the spectra
reveals two lifetime components in each spectrum. For
non-hydrogenated sample the lifetime of the first com-
ponent was equal to 387 ± 2 ps and of the second com-
ponent to 1214 ± 15 ps. The intensities of the first and
second components were 84.3 ± 0.3% and 15.7 ± 0.3%,
respectively. After loading of the hydrogen, the value
of the first lifetime component was slightly reduced to
the value of 374 ± 2 ps, but its intensity increased to
96.2± 0.3%. The significant change was observed in the
second lifetime component (Fig. 4). The value of lifetime
was reduced to 947 ± 22 ps and the intensity decreased
almost four times to the value of 3.8± 0.3%.

Fig. 4. Positron annihilation lifetime spectra measured
at the room temperature for non-hydrogenated (open
circles) and hydrogenated (close circles) CNC_05 sam-
ples.

The interpretation of the obtained results is as fol-
lows. The value of the first lifetime component corre-
sponds well with those reported by other authors in fine
grained nuclear graphite samples, i.e. 362 ps (AXF-5Q1),
369.2 ps (IG-110) and glass carbon (GC-10) 370.2 ps [9].
One should mention that positron lifetime for pristine
multi-walled carbon nanotubes and cup-stacked carbon
nanotubes is in the range of 360 ps [10]. It is commonly
accepted that such a value results from positrons anni-
hilating in the open volume defect clusters like pores.
Annihilation in such case occurs at the internal surface
of the pores and the values obtained in our case are
closely in agreement with those reported by others as
well in graphite [11, 12]. Many authors in general have
attributed lifetimes ranging from 140 to 225 ps to free
positron annihilation with π-electrons in the whole vol-
ume of the graphite. Lack of such value in our spec-
tra is caused by the large concentration of such defects
which saturates positrons trapping. Slight reduction of
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the value of this lifetime component after hydrogen load-
ing does not change this interpretation.

The most surprising result is the presence of the second
lifetime component in the measured spectra. Its value
above or close to 1 ns points out to the presence of large
pores, where the Ps is formed. Taking into account the
Tao–Eldrup model we can estimate the radius of the pore
to be equal to 0.198± 0.002 nm for the case of the non-
-hydrogenated sample and to 0.156 ± 0.004 nm for the
hydrogenated sample. Another surprising result is that
the intensity of this component decreases after the hy-
drogen loading ca. four times. Owing to the fact that the
Ps and hydrogen have identical diameters, both particles
can occupy the same pores. The presence of hydrogen
in the pore after the loading of the sample reduces the
number of the pores where Ps could be formed and finally
reduces the intensity of the lifetime component attributed
to the Ps formation and annihilation. It seems that the
bounding of hydrogen in such a pore takes place. Deter-
mination of the binding energy between hydrogen and a
pore needs future studies. Hydrogen trapping in vacan-
cies was experimentally observed in copper [13]. Thus the
binding of hydrogen with such pores and not the other
defects present in nanocones seems to be the most sur-
prising result detected by positron annihilation in these
studies.

4. Conclusions

We have measured adsorption isotherms by the Siev-
erts method, heat capacity and positron lifetime in the
nanostructured carbon samples containing 5 and 20% of
carbon nanocones.

The maximum total hydrogen uptake at 77 K and 7 bar
hydrogen pressure was determined to be roughly 1.1 and
4.0 wt% for CNC_05 and CNC_20, respectively. At
room temperature the uptake is much smaller, which
is expected for non-activated adsorption. The results
show that the raw, non purified CNC_05 sample is a
very poor material as a potential hydrogen storage ma-
terial. However, the results for the CNC_20 are com-
parable to previous experimental works on different car-
bon nanostructures such as single and multiwalled nano-
tubes, nanofibers and activated carbon [12–16], but are
still far from required by US Department of Energy value
of 6.5 wt% percent in storage material at ambient tem-
perature and pressure.

The preliminary measurements of the heat capacity of
the CNC samples reveal in the temperature range be-
tween 100 K and 230 K the increase in heat capacity
of the hydrogenated sample, as compared to the sample
without hydrogen. Nevertheless, above the temperature
of 230 K the heat capacity of both samples is almost the
same, which suggests the desorption of hydrogen at this
temperature. The positron lifetime measurements show
that in hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated CNC_05
sample the creation of Ps takes place, which indicates

the presence of the open volume defects of size of ca.
0.156± 0.004 nm and 0.198± 0.002 nm, respectively. We
observed also the reduction in the intensity of Ps for-
mation in the hydrogenated sample, which suggests that
the hydrogen is likely to be loaded into the open volume
defect.

The results presented in this paper show that carbon
nanocones can be promising material for hydrogen stor-
age, although further purification of the samples is es-
sential in order to perform more in-depth research of the
nature of CNC-hydrogen binding mechanism. Another
interesting project would be to study physical proper-
ties of the CNC decorated with various metals such as
platinum and palladium.
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